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Abstract—Several studies have been conducted in recent years into the effects of gamification on learner motivation. However, little is known about how learner profiles affect the impact of specific game elements. This research analyzes the effect of a gamified mathematic learning environment on the motivation and the motivated behaviors of 258 learners in secondary schools in France. Overall, results indicate that randomly assigned game elements generally demotivate learners. A more thorough analysis revealed that gamification has a positive impact on the most motivated learners to do mathematic, although different effects were observed on learners. In particular, we noticed significant influences of their initial level of motivation and their player type on the variation in motivation during the study. We show that these influences vary according to the game element they used. These findings suggest that to increase efficiency, gamification should be tailored not only to the player profile but also to their level of initial motivation for the learning task.

Index Terms—Interactive learning environment, Gamification, Learner motivation, Player types.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the last decade, gamification, which is commonly defined as the use of game design elements within non-game contexts [1], has promised to enhance human motivation and engagement in different contexts such as education [2]–[4], health [5], [6], and the workplace [7]–[9]. In education, Kapp [10]–[11] argues that gamification serves several purposes such as making learning easier from a cognitive and emotional point of view, enabling automatic feedback, personalizing and individualizing learning, and changing behaviors, but above all, encouraging learner engagement in the task, thus making learners more active in their learning.

According to Nacke and Deterding [12], the first studies in gamified education were essentially focused on the effect of a set of game elements on users, which did not enable identification of the impact of each game element taken separately. These studies did not consider the individual characteristics of learners, which can account for the different and sometimes contradictory impacts of gamification observed on learner motivation and engagement [13]–[14].

Several studies focus on the relationships between user player type and game elements or game mechanics [15]–[18]. Generally, we adapt by assigning users to specific categories and by providing different game elements for each category. “Player type” represent a user’s preference for video games. For instance, the Hexad [17] typology distinguishes six player types (Players, Socializers, Free Spirits, Achievers, Philanthropists, and Disruptors), and users are categorized into whichever type they score highest. We can also consider all of the users’ scores for each player type, thus creating their “player profile.” Some studies also consider that motivation can greatly affect the effects of gamification [4]. However, no study has yet considered these two aspects when evaluating the impact of different game elements on learner motivation.

In this paper, we propose to study the impact of gamification according to both learner initial motivation and player profile. For this, we ran a large-scale field study in four secondary schools in France. 258 learners used a gamified mathematic–learning environment in their habitual classroom activities.
representing ten lessons and 45 exercises in literal calculation. We then analyzed their usage data in order to determine the impact of six game elements (score, badges, avatar, ranking, progress, and timer). Each learner received randomly one of these game elements, allowing the impact of game elements to be studied according to learner initial motivation and player profile.

The results of this study show that the gamification approach generally demotivates learners. A more thorough analysis revealed that gamification, although it might have positive impacts on the motivation of learners who were initially less motivated, might also have a negative impact on the most motivated ones. Also, the impact of each game element on learner motivation varies according to their initial level of intrinsic motivation, extrinsic motivation, and amotivation. This impact may also depend on player types. In general, we recommend Avatar for learners with a high initial amotivation or with a high Player score. We recommend Badges for Disruptors and for learners who are initially intrinsically motivated for mathematic. We recommend Progress for learners with a high initial amotivation. We recommend Ranking for high Free Spirit learners. We recommend Score for learners with a high initial intrinsic motivation but who are also strong Socializers. We recommend Timer for learners with high initial amotivation or high Achiever or Free Spirit scores.

These results highlight the necessity to tailor gamification, considering both player types and learner initial motivation—something that has been recently investigated in the field of pro–environmental behavior by Vanhoudt et al. [19]. Finally, we provide design recommendations on the game elements to use in education according to these two factors.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Effects of Gamification on Learners

Theoretical foundations of research into the effects of gamification on user motivation are mainly based on the self-determination Theory (SDT) [20], which argues that human beings are intrinsically motivated to engage in activities that satisfy three basic psychological needs: competence (sense of efficacy), autonomy (volition and personal agency), and relatedness (social connectedness). SDT also argues that humans strive to fulfill these needs in order to enhance wellbeing. This theory is concerned with how individuals regulate themselves to a greater or lesser extent depending on external constraints. It explains why subjects are more or less self-determined, and whether their motivations to act are intrinsic and linked to the notion of pleasure or extrinsic and linked to external contingencies (cognitive evaluation theory). In particular, it has been established that rewards degrade intrinsic motivation, and particularly those that act as controlling factors. Meaningful gamification should spontaneously provoke the satisfaction of these three user needs [21], especially the sense of competence [1], and so enhance learner motivation. However, as we will show in this section, the effects of gamification on learner motivation are somewhat varied, and often contradictory.

Hamari [22] showed that badges motivated users to increase their activity in a trading/sharing app. Landers et al. [13] demonstrated the effectiveness of leaderboards for simple tasks, where they served as a goal setting tool for users. However, their effectiveness dropped off as task difficulty increased. Saier et al. [23] tested two gamified situations in their order picking simulation to motivate and engage participants with the task: one using badges, leaderboards, and performance graphs, and another using avatars, meaningful stories, and teammates. They found that the first condition positively affected the satisfaction of their competence needs and increased feelings of task meaningfulness in participants. The second condition increased feelings of social relatedness and relevance.

Regarding more particularly the educational domain, Fisecker and Hickey [24] tested the effects of external rewards on motivation and engagement in fifth graders. They expected that the inclusion of external rewards would decrease intrinsic motivation in their learners. They found that, by including these rewards in a gameful-like manner, they could avoid the expected decrease in intrinsic motivation and even increase learner conceptual understanding of the studied topic. Kyewski and Kramer [25] obtained more nuanced results when testing badges in three different conditions (visible only by the learner, visible to everyone, and no badges). They found that their badges had less impact on learner motivation and performance than they had initially assumed. Those badges, only visible by the learner, were better evaluated than those that were visible by everyone. In addition, in a study on how gamification affects online learning discussion, Ding et al. [26] showed that learners were more interested in the game elements directly linked to their grades. Learners showed greater controlled motivation (motivated by grades and instructor opinion) than autonomous motivation (intrinsically motivated for learning). Also, Denny et al. [3] tested the effect of badges and scores on learner behavior. They found that only badges had an effect on how participants behaved in their experiment, increasing the number of self-assessments made. They also found that this directly resulted in better examination performance for those participants.

Several studies compare the impact of gamified and non-gamified learning environments. For instance, Zainuddin et al. [27] tested two versions of a flipped class setting: one with gamification (points, badges, and leaderboards) and one without. They found that learners provided with the gamified environment had increased levels of perceived competence, autonomy, and relatedness, better performance, and were able to achieve better results during the tests. On the contrary, Monterrat et al. [28] showed that learners who were free to use a non-gamified learning environment had a higher level of intrinsic motivation after the experimentation, compared to learners using a gamified environment. Finally, Jagust et al. [29] tested two adaptive situations. In the first situation, the time learners had to answer questions changed depending on how quickly they answered the previous question. In the second situation, a target score changed depending on group performance. In both situations, learners completed more tasks.
than in a non-gamified situation, where the first situation had a greater effect.

These results tend to show that there is no consensus on the effect of gamification on learner motivation and that this effect may vary according to the type of game elements used. This is echoed, for example, in the study presented by Van Roy and Zaman [30], who tested how a gamified system designed to support students’ needs affected their motivation. They showed that “the effects are highly personal and can differ widely between different learners.” A recent literature review of gamification research by Koivisto and Hamari [31] also points out that “while the results in general lean towards positive findings ... the amount of mixed results is remarkable”.

B. Learner Characteristics Influencing the Effect of Gamification

Many studies investigate the effects of tailored gamification on user motivation depending on different user characteristics. For instance, Orji et al. [32] showed that the different motivational strategies implemented in game elements affect different categories of users based on their BrainHex player type [15] (archetypal reasons for which users play and are motivated to play games). Recently, Halifax et al. [41] ran a crowdsourced study to explore factors that should be considered for tailored gamification. They tested 12 different game elements in a contextless setting and compared their results to those in various studies from the related literature (in educational, health, and sport settings). They showed that the choice of player profile and the user activity or domain have a major impact on how gamification affects user motivation, as many of their findings from this contextless setting are different from those found in the specific contexts. They also showed that the Hexad [17] player profile is the most appropriate for tailored gamification.

Several studies were conducted in the educational domain. For instance, Roosta et al. [33] presented learners with different game elements based on their “motivation type.” They used a questionnaire called the Elliot Achievement Goal Questionnaire, which provides an assessment of users’ achievement motivations. Learners used an online tool for one month. The authors found that learners, who had game elements suited to their motivation type, showed significant differences in motivation, engagement, and quiz results compared to learners who had randomly assigned game elements. They used learner participation rates in the online activities as a metric to gauge motivation and engagement. Kickmeier-Rust et al. [34] ran a study where learners used an adaptive gamified system over two sessions to learn divisions. The system was adapted to learner behavior (the amount and number of mistakes made by learners) by tailoring the game element feedback. According to the authors, the personalized system reduced the amount of errors that learners made. Learners using the adaptive situation showed a greater decrease in errors made in the second session than learners who used the nonadaptive situation.

Other studies based their adaptation on the learner player type. Mora et al. [35] reported a general positive impact from their adaptation based on the Hexad profile, with an increase in behavioral and emotional motivation in learners who used a personalized gamified collaborative problem-solving tool. Lavoué et al. [4] also showed that, amongst the most engaged learners, those with adapted game elements depending on their player profile (BrainHex typology) spent more time on the online learning environment.

All these studies highlight the need to consider learner characteristics, such as player type and initial motivation, when providing learners with game elements. In line with these studies, the aim of this paper is to understand how learner player type and initial motivation influence the impact of specific game elements on their motivation.

III. Research Questions

In our study, we propose to answer the following questions:

--RQ1 How does gamification affect learner motivation? We studied the variation in learner motivation from the beginning to the end of the course. We split learners into subgroups based on which game element they used in order to evaluate how each game element affected their motivation, as well as the number of motivated behaviors generated.

--RQ2 How do individual learner characteristics influence the impact of each game element on their motivation? We more particularly studied the influence of player profile types and the initial level of motivation scores on the variation in motivation, as well as the motivated behaviors they generated.

IV. Learning Environment

The participants used a gamified version of the Moodle learning management system called “LudiMoodle” (see Fig. 1), that was developed for the project. In total, it proposes six different game elements, designed in collaboration with the teachers involved in the project and improved thanks to learner feedback. The six game elements used are described in Section IV. B: Avatar, Badges, Progress, Ranking, Score, and Timer.

Fig. 1. The LudiMoodle platform: example of a gamified quiz. The upper part shows a timer, while the lower part contains a quiz question.
A. Learning Content

We built the learning content using a co-design method with participating teachers in order to remain as close as possible to their usual teaching practices. In total, ten lessons were designed to cover the topic of basic algebra (calcul littéral in French). Each lesson is composed of 4 to 10 quizzes.

B. Game Elements

Each of the six game elements designed should appeal to at least one of the different Hexad player types. It is important to note that neither the Disruptor nor the Philanthropist types were specifically targeted by one of our game elements. We made this choice to avoid increasing the number of game elements (restricting ourselves to six commonly used in the literature, and in frameworks such as [1]), as both these types generally form a minority [40].

1) Avatar

The Avatar game element showed a goblin-like character that explored different universes (a different universe for each lesson). As the learner progressed in a lesson, they would unlock a different piece of clothing or an item that the character was holding. There was one object to unlock per quiz (that was unlocked after the learner correctly answered at least 70% of the questions in the quiz). Game elements such as this are generally recommended for Free Spirits, as these Avatars provide them with a personalized representation of themselves [17].

2) Badges

The badges game element proposed three levels of badges per quiz. When the learners correctly resolved three different levels of questions in the quiz (generally 70–85–100% of each quiz), they would unlock a new level of badge (bronze–silver–gold). An icon on the left-hand side showed how many badges the student unlocked for the current lesson. Badges are generally shown to be motivating for all users [41], but are normally particularly effective for Players and Achievers, as they represent clear-cut goals for them to achieve with attractive rewards [17].

3) Progress

This game element showed different colored spaceships that traveled from the earth to the moon. Each lesson launched a new spaceship, and if the learner completed at least 70% of the lesson, the spaceship would land on the moon. This game element should prove particularly interesting for the Achiever player type as, just like Badges, we have a clear goal [17].

4) Ranking

The learners assigned to this game element could compare themselves to a fictional class of learners. The Ranking game element showed a “race” where, as the learners answered questions correctly, they would progress in the race at the same pace as the other fictional learners. If they failed to answer a question correctly, they would fall back in the ranking. We calibrated the ranking system to ensure that a learner who completed at least 70% of a lesson would finish in the top 50% of the ranking to ensure they were not demotivated. As this game element allows learners to compare themselves to others, (even if fictional), it should be motivating for Socializers [17].

5) Score

Learners are awarded 1000 points for each correct answer they give. Each lesson had its own score counter, with a detailed view showing the number of points they scored for each quiz, so that learners could pinpoint the missing points. As this game element gives learners a clear representation of how well they are doing in the course and rewards them for performing better, it should prove attractive to Players [17].

6) Timer

This game element showed a timer for each quiz. Learners were asked to try and beat a “reference time” for each question. The reference times were calculated based on the times for their previous questions in the same quiz. Each time a learner beat their reference time, an animation changed, showing a character that ran faster and faster. Here, learners are challenged to beat themselves in a race, thus making the Timer attractive to Achievers [17].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>School</th>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Number in class</th>
<th>Male/female</th>
<th>Avatar</th>
<th>Badges</th>
<th>Progress</th>
<th>Ranking</th>
<th>Score</th>
<th>Timer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>15/9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>12/10</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>9/13</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>12/10</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>11/8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>7/15</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>7/13</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>8/14</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>11/12</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>J</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>9/9</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>K</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>13/10</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All participants were native French speakers aged between 14 to 15 years old.
V. STUDY DESIGN

A. Participants

A total of five teachers and 258 students (14 to 15 years old) in 12 classes (an average of 25 students per class), from four different secondary schools, participated in the study (see Table I). Teachers were involved in the co-design of the game elements and in the construction of the course content. Game elements were randomly distributed, while respecting parity between genders, classes, and colleges. We ensured that there was no class or gender effect at the outset. Learners were free to discuss the game elements they received.

B. Material and Data

1) Motivated Behaviors

Learner interactions with the learning environment were tracked using the Moodle data logging system. In order to determine learner-motivated behaviors, we distinguished learner-motivated behaviors that were different from normal and expected behaviors induced by the pedagogical scenario:

--Restarted Quiz Count: we identified the number of quizzes they retried after having completed them. Learners were required to correctly answer at least 70% of each quiz to access the next one. If a learner successfully completed a quiz and then retried to achieve more than 70%, it showed that they were particularly engaged to achieve a higher result.

--Question Ratio: we looked at the question ratio of correct and incorrect answers given by the learners as a measure of their cognitive involvement in the task.

2) Profile Questionnaires

We used the motivation scale proposed by Vallerand et al. [36], inspired by SDT [20]. This scale, called the Academic Motivation Scale (AMS), is composed of 28 items subdivided into seven sub-scales, assessing, with a 5-point Likert-type scale, seven dimensions of motivation (three for intrinsic motivation (IM), three for extrinsic motivation (EM), and one for amotivation (AMOT)), following a continuum of self-determination:

--Intrinsic Motivation for Knowledge, that is, performing an activity for the pleasure and satisfaction of doing something new: “I like learning new things.”

--Intrinsic Motivation for Accomplishment, that is, performing an activity for the pleasure of overcoming a challenge: “I like to see that I am able to solve problems.”

--Intrinsic Motivation for Stimulation, that is, performing an activity for fun or excitement: “I really like math.”

--External Regulation, that is, performing an activity to gain some kind of external rewards: “I want to get a good grade.”

--Introjected Regulation, that is, performing an activity to avoid shame or increase self-esteem: “I want to prove that I can do well in math.”

--Identified Regulation, that is, performing an activity in order to achieve precise objectives: “I will be able to choose my future studies thanks to math.”

--Amotivation, that is, the absence of intention to perform an activity: “I don’t know why I went to math class; I feel like I’m wasting my time.”

We identified the learner player profile using a translated version of the original Hexad questionnaire [17], which defines six player types, distributed along a continuum of “willing to play”:

--Player, motivated by their personal success: “I like competitions where a prize can be won.”

--Socializer, motivated by social contact: “Interacting with others is important to me.”

--Free Spirit, motivated by creation and exploration: “It is important to me to follow my own path.”

--Achiever, motivated by challenges: “I like overcoming obstacles.”

--Philanthropist, whose goal is to help others: “It makes me happy if I am able to help others.”

--Disruptor, motivated by change: “I like to provoke.”

Some player profile types are correlated with some of the basic psychological needs described in the SDT: Player and Achiever profiles are positively correlated with the need for competence; Philanthropist and Socializer profiles are positively correlated with the need for relatedness; Free Spirit and Disruptor profiles are linked to the need for autonomy.

3) Procedure

The experiment was conducted over three consecutive...
weeks. Each lesson was conducted in the same way: 10 to 15 minutes of written notes (these notes were handed out to learners by the teachers to ensure that they had access to the same content), followed by 25 to 30 minutes for answering quizzes related to the lesson topic. The learners used an individual tablet to access the quizzes. Teachers answered technical questions asked by learners individually. Learners had to answer both the AMS and Hexad questionnaires at the beginning of the experiment (Pretest). At the end of the experiment (Posttest), they only had to answer the AMS questionnaire to be able to measure the variation in motivation.

### TABLE III

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Motivational Scores in Pretest and Posttest</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pretest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MICO</td>
<td>13.7907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIAC</td>
<td>15.4031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIST</td>
<td>11.9186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEID</td>
<td>14.8450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEIN</td>
<td>13.8992</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MERE</td>
<td>15.7248</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMOT</td>
<td>6.92</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4) Statistical Tests

To answer our first research question (RQ1), we compared the score of each motivation subscale between the pretest and the posttest, using a nonparametric Wilcoxon signed-rank test, as our data were not normally distributed. We choose to indicate whether the normalized W test is significant at .05, .01, and .001, instead of the familywise error rate normally used for the parametric test (see Table II). Motivational scores figure in Table III.

To answer our second research question (RQ2), we used the partial least squares path modeling (PLS PM) method [37] to calculate the influence between the learner profile, defined by the initial motivation scores and the player type scores, and both the variations in motivations and the number of motivated behaviors. PLS PM is a method of structural equation modeling used to estimate complex cause–effect relationship models with latent variables. It has already been used in research studying the effects of gamification on user motivation [18], [38]–[41]. This method provides us with an estimation of the extent of the influence of an input value on an output value. As this is a statistical evaluation, we use the calculated p-value to determine the validity of the given influences. Our model is illustrated in Fig. 2.

The inner model is represented by the independent variables relative to the scores of initial motivations and player profiles, which, when grouped together (only for motivations), allow measurement of latent variables (IM, EM, AMOT). For example, the three intrinsic motivation scores: Knowledge, Accomplishment, and Stimulation were linked to create a general initial Intrinsic Motivation construct (IM). The outer model is represented by the dependent variables relative to the variations in scores of motivations between pre and posttest (which, when grouped together, allow measurement of latent variables, ∆IM, ∆EM, ∆AMOT), and the “motivated behavior” latent variable (which groups the “restart” and “questions ratio” variables). We verified the reliability, the internal consistency, the convergent validity of all our latent variables in Table V, and the coefficient of determination, $R^2$, for the latent variables of the outer model in Table IV.

### VI. RESULTS

A. RQ1. How does Gamification Affect Learner Motivation?

Our first analysis, using a nonparametric Wilcoxon signed-rank test, was applied considering all learners. It shows a significant decrease in intrinsic motivation to knowledge and in external motivation to regulation, as well as a significant increase in amotivation, at the end of the experimentation (see Table II).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$R^2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta$ IM</td>
<td>.343</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta$ EM</td>
<td>.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta$ AMOT</td>
<td>.451</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Calculated for each dependent variable and showing the influence of both the Hexad profile and the initial motivation on the final values of each of these variables.
We then investigated the variations in motivation according to the game elements used, performing a nonparametric Wilcoxon test. These analyses confirmed the results obtained considering all game elements: there is a decrease in motivation for all game elements, nonsignificant for the Ranking and Score game elements. For those elements, we do not notice any significant decrease in external regulation. Finally, we observed a decrease in intrinsic motivation for accomplishment and identified regulation with the badges game element (see Table II).

We also noted significant differences in motivated behaviors, depending on the game elements received. Regarding the question ratio, the results highlight a significant difference \( p = .04 < .05 \) between learners who used a Timer and those who received Badges, with a higher ratio of correct answers for Badges (see Fig. 3(a)).

Concerning the restarted quiz count, we noted that learners who used a Timer restarted significantly less often than learners who received the Progress, Ranking or Score game elements (see Fig. 3(b)).

B. RQ2. What Learner Characteristics Influence how Each Game Element Impacts Their Motivation?

1) PLS Model

We performed a PLS PM in order to examine the influence of the “initial motivation” and “player profile” factors on the motivational variations and motivated behaviors during the experiment. The Path model used is described in Section IV. Based on the PLS Path analysis, we noted the importance of taking into account the initial motivations and the learner player profile, as 34.3% of the variation in intrinsic motivation, 12% of the variation in extrinsic motivation, and 45.1% of the variation in amotivation, could be accounted for by the level of initial motivations and the learner player profile (see Table IV). We also noted that the input variables only account for 2.6% of the motivated behavior of the learners. We wanted to know the weight of each of these input variables in these final variations. We generated T-statistics to test the significance of both the inner and the outer model (see Table V), using a bootstrapping method [42].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Latent variables</th>
<th>Indicators</th>
<th>Loadings</th>
<th>Composite reliability</th>
<th>AVE</th>
<th>Rho A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Init IM</td>
<td>Init Knowledge</td>
<td>.922</td>
<td>.919</td>
<td>.791 &gt; .5</td>
<td>.868 &gt; .7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Init Accomplishment</td>
<td>.851</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Init Stimulation</td>
<td>.893</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>∆ IM</td>
<td>∆ Knowledge</td>
<td>.874</td>
<td>.803</td>
<td>.580 &gt; .5</td>
<td>.760 &gt; .7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>∆ Accomplishment</td>
<td>.639</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>∆ Stimulation</td>
<td>.752</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Init EM</td>
<td>Init Identified reg.</td>
<td>.770</td>
<td>.818</td>
<td>.603 &gt; .5</td>
<td>.705 &gt; .7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Init Introjected reg.</td>
<td>.878</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Init External reg.</td>
<td>.688</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>∆ EM</td>
<td>∆ Identified reg.</td>
<td>.679</td>
<td>.795</td>
<td>.566 &gt; .5</td>
<td>.635 &lt; .7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>∆ Introjected reg.</td>
<td>.842</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>∆ External reg.</td>
<td>.725</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Indicator reliability > .70; internal consistency reliability > .70 or .60 in an exploratory research; convergent validity > .50.

Fig. 3. Distributions for the motivated behavior metrics per game element. (a) Average question ratio. (b) Average restarted quiz count.
2) Effect of Initial Motivation on The Variation in Motivation

Results (see Table VI) show a negative influence of the level of amotivation on the variation in amotivation. Moreover, the initial level of amotivation has a positive influence on the variation in intrinsic motivation. These two influences mean that the more amotivated a learner is initially, the less motivated they are at the end. We also notice that the level of initial intrinsic motivation negatively influenced the variation in intrinsic motivation, and that the level of extrinsic motivation influenced negatively the variation in extrinsic motivation. This means that the more a learner is intrinsically or extrinsically motivated initially, the less motivated they are at the end for this motivation type.

3) Effect of Player Profile on The Variation in Motivation

Results (see Table VII) show contrasting effects depending on the player profile considered. We noted a significant increase in both intrinsic and extrinsic motivation for the Achiever, with a significant decrease in amotivation and a positive influence on motivated behaviors. The Player score seems to increase both intrinsic motivation and extrinsic motivation. The Free Spirit score also increases extrinsic motivation. Finally, the Socializer, Disruptor, and Philanthropist scores show no significant influence.

4) Different Effects Depending on The Game Element

For each game element used, we ran a PLS path analysis to determine the influence of the initial motivation scores and the learner Hexad player profile on both the variations in each motivation type and the motivated behavior markers (see Fig. 2). These analyses were performed using groups of learners that had the same game element when using the learning environment. This enabled us to acquire a more precise insight into how each of these game elements impacted the variations in motivation types and which player profile types contributed to these variations, even if these results deserve to be consolidated with larger samples.

---Avatar: We found four statistically significant influences (see Table VII) for learners with the Avatar game element. Learner initial amotivation score positively influenced the variation in their intrinsic motivation, and negatively the variation in their amotivation. The Player score also positively influenced the variation in intrinsic motivation, while the Socializer score only negatively influenced this same variation in motivation.

---Badges: We only found two statistically significant influences for learners who used badges (see Table VIII).
Learner initial intrinsic motivation negatively influenced the motivated behaviors, whereas their Disruptor score positively influenced these behaviors.

--Progress: We observe three significant influences for learners who used the Progress game element (see Table IX). Each of the initial motivations negatively influenced the variation in the same motivation type. Initial extrinsic motivation negatively influenced the variation in amotivation. The Free Spirit score positively influenced the variation in extrinsic motivation. For the Achiever profile, Score negatively influenced the variation in extrinsic motivation, while initial intrinsic motivation negatively influenced the variation in amotivation. The Philanthropist score negatively influenced the variation in extrinsic motivation. For the player profile, the Socializer score positively influenced the variation in extrinsic motivation and the Disruptor score had a similar effect on the variation in amotivation. The Philanthropist score negatively influenced the motivated behaviors observed.

--Ranking: Results show many significant influences for the Ranking element (see Table X). Initial intrinsic motivation negatively influenced the variation in intrinsic motivation, and positively the variation in amotivation. Initial extrinsic motivation negatively influenced the variation in extrinsic motivation. For the Achiever profile, Score negatively influenced the variation in amotivation. The Free Spirit score positively influenced the variation in extrinsic motivation, whereas the Disruptor score negatively influenced it. The latter score also positively influenced the variation in amotivation.

--Score: Score is the game element that showed the most statistically significant influences (see Table XI). Initial intrinsic motivation negatively influenced the variation in intrinsic motivation, and positively the motivated behaviors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE IX</th>
<th>PLS PATH COEFFICIENTS OBSERVED FOR LEARNERS WHO RECEIVED THE PROGRESS GAME ELEMENT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Init IM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δ IM</td>
<td>-0.680</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δ EM</td>
<td>0.092</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δ AMOT</td>
<td>0.122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motivated Behavior</td>
<td>0.018</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Values in gray are not significant (p > .05), values highlighted in light gray are significant (p < .05), values highlighted in dark gray are highly significant (p < .01), and values highlighted in black are very significant (p < .001).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE X</th>
<th>PLS PATH COEFFICIENTS OBSERVED FOR LEARNERS WHO RECEIVED THE RANKING GAME ELEMENT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Init IM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δ IM</td>
<td>-0.466</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δ EM</td>
<td>-0.319</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δ AMOT</td>
<td>0.477</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motivated Behavior</td>
<td>-0.016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Values in gray are not significant (p > .05), values highlighted in light gray are significant (p < .05), values highlighted in dark gray are highly significant (p < .01), and values highlighted in black are very significant (p < .001).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE XI</th>
<th>PLS PATH COEFFICIENTS OBSERVED FOR LEARNERS WHO RECEIVED THE SCORE GAME ELEMENT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Init IM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δ IM</td>
<td>-0.909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δ EM</td>
<td>0.304</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δ AMOT</td>
<td>-0.342</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motivated Behavior</td>
<td>0.868</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Values in gray are not significant (p > .05), values highlighted in light gray are significant (p < .05), values highlighted in dark gray are highly significant (p < .01), and values highlighted in black are very significant (p < .001)
Badges. This perception could degrade learner intrinsic motivation. We also noticed a general decrease in intrinsic motivation for knowledge, which raises questions about the perceived value of the learning activity. It seems that learners perceived the exercises more as a game than as a serious learning activity, which echoes the findings by Barata et al. [16]. This may also be due to the duration of the study, as teachers testified that some learners were a little bored after ten quiz sessions.

We then showed that learner amotivation generally increased for all learners regardless of the game element they used, meaning that they found fewer reasons to do mathematics. This result is similar to that found in a previous study we conducted with a gamified learning environment dedicated to learning French grammar [4]. Learners provided with game elements that were not adapted to their player profile showed higher levels of amotivation. This result could reflect one of the main effects of the learning activity itself, merely moderated by gamification.

Regardless of the game element used, we noticed a decrease in intrinsic motivation for knowledge and external regulation, except for learners who used the Ranking and the Score game elements. This may be due to the fact that these game elements closely emulated the feeling of receiving a grade for their work (i.e., the Score gave a numerical rating of their performance, while the Ranking showed them if they were performing better than others). With Badges, we observed that more types of motivation were negatively impacted compared to other game elements (intrinsic motivation for accomplishment and identified regulation). This corroborates the results presented by Hanus et al. [43], which suggest that Badges and other rewards are considered as controlling rewards, since they encourage action but constrain it to the objectives proposed by Badges. This perception could degrade learner intrinsic motivation.

B. More Contrasting Effects Depending on Learner Profile

We show in Sections VI-B-2 and VI-B-3 that these general effects on learner motivation vary depending on their initial motivation and player profile.

1) The Influence of Initial Motivation

The negative influence between each type of motivation on the variation in this motivation (e.g., initial intrinsic motivation negatively influences the variation in intrinsic motivation) highlighted the fact that gamification motivated learners who were less motivated initially. Learners who were initially intrinsically and extrinsically demotivated, were more motivated after the experimentation, while those who were more intrinsically and extrinsically motivated, were those most demotivated at the end. This result has great implications for a gamification approach not adapted to learners. Such an approach should be used with extreme caution depending on learner initial motivation for the discipline.

The analysis performed per game element (see Section VI.B.4) allowed us to further investigate these results and to show that game elements affect learners differently.

Among the positive influences, we noted that the Avatar game element increased intrinsic motivation and decreased the amotivation of the more amotivated learners. This result could be accounted for by an increase in the feeling of competence from this game element [20], [44]. The Score game element has a positive influence on the variation in motivated behaviors of intrinsically motivated learners, which could also be accounted for by a desire to do better and to feel more competent. The fact that the Score game element is, in this study, a non-controlling reward (learners have the choice of restarting the exercise or not), contributes to this increase in their intrinsic motivation [45]. Lastly, the more amotivated learners, who received the Timer game element, saw their amotivation decrease, suggesting once again that this performance incentive was perceived more as an affirmation of their need for competence [23], [45].

However, we found that game elements degraded the motivation of some learners, a fact also observed when considering the learners as an entire group. Learners with a high level of intrinsic motivation who used the Badges game element, experienced a decrease in their motivated behaviors. This could be accounted for by the controlling nature of this

### TABLE XII

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Init IM</th>
<th>Init EM</th>
<th>Init AMOT</th>
<th>Achiever</th>
<th>Player</th>
<th>Socializer</th>
<th>Free spirit</th>
<th>Disruptor</th>
<th>Philanthropist</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Δ IM</td>
<td>-1.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>-0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>-0.000</td>
<td>-0.000</td>
<td>-0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δ EM</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>-0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>-0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>-0.000</td>
<td>-0.000</td>
<td>-0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δ AMOT</td>
<td>-1.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>-0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>-0.000</td>
<td>-0.000</td>
<td>-0.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**VII. DISCUSSION**

A. Gamification Approach that Generally Demotivates

This research allows us to draw meaningful conclusions regarding the impact of gamification on learner motivation. We first showed that randomly assigned game elements generally result in a decrease in motivation. We found that the external regulation of learners was lower after the experiment. One possible explanation is that learners motivated by their mathematical grades were frustrated that they did not receive any grades for the completed quizzes completed during the experiment (a choice made by the teachers for the experiment). We also noticed a general decrease in intrinsic motivation for knowledge, which raises questions about the perceived value of the learning activity. It seems that learners perceived the exercises more as a game than as a serious learning activity, which echoes the findings by Barata et al. [16]. This may also be due to the duration of the study, as teachers testified that some learners were a little bored after ten quiz sessions.

We then showed that learner amotivation generally increased for all learners regardless of the game element they used, meaning that they found fewer reasons to do mathematics. This result is similar to that found in a previous study we conducted with a gamified learning environment dedicated to learning French grammar [4]. Learners provided with game elements that were not adapted to their player profile showed higher levels of amotivation. This result could reflect one of the main effects of the learning activity itself, merely moderated by gamification.

Regardless of the game element used, we noticed a decrease in intrinsic motivation for knowledge and external regulation, except for learners who used the Ranking and the Score game elements. This may be due to the fact that these game elements closely emulated the feeling of receiving a grade for their work (i.e., the Score gave a numerical rating of their performance, while the Ranking showed them if they were performing better than others). With Badges, we observed that more types of motivation were negatively impacted compared to other game elements (intrinsic motivation for accomplishment and identified regulation). This corroborates the results presented by Hanus et al. [43], which suggest that Badges and other rewards are considered as controlling rewards, since they encourage action but constrain it to the objectives proposed by Badges. This perception could degrade learner intrinsic motivation.

### B. More Contrasting Effects Depending on Learner Profile

We show in Sections VI-B-2 and VI-B-3 that these general effects on learner motivation vary depending on their initial motivation and player profile.

1) The Influence of Initial Motivation

The negative influence between each type of motivation on the variation in this motivation (e.g., initial intrinsic motivation negatively influences the variation in intrinsic motivation) highlighted the fact that gamification motivated learners who were less motivated initially. Learners who were initially intrinsically and extrinsically demotivated, were more motivated after the experimentation, while those who were more intrinsically and extrinsically motivated, were those most demotivated at the end. This result has great implications for a gamification approach not adapted to learners. Such an approach should be used with extreme caution depending on learner initial motivation for the discipline.

The analysis performed per game element (see Section VI.B.4) allowed us to further investigate these results and to show that game elements affect learners differently.

Among the positive influences, we noted that the Avatar game element increased intrinsic motivation and decreased the amotivation of the more amotivated learners. This result could be accounted for by an increase in the feeling of competence from this game element [20], [44]. The Score game element has a positive influence on the variation in motivated behaviors of intrinsically motivated learners, which could also be accounted for by a desire to do better and to feel more competent. The fact that the Score game element is, in this study, a non-controlling reward (learners have the choice of restarting the exercise or not), contributes to this increase in their intrinsic motivation [45]. Lastly, the more amotivated learners, who received the Timer game element, saw their amotivation decrease, suggesting once again that this performance incentive was perceived more as an affirmation of their need for competence [23], [45].

However, we found that game elements degraded the motivation of some learners, a fact also observed when considering the learners as an entire group. Learners with a high level of intrinsic motivation who used the Badges game element, experienced a decrease in their motivated behaviors. This could be accounted for by the controlling nature of this

### TABLE XII

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Init IM</th>
<th>Init EM</th>
<th>Init AMOT</th>
<th>Achiever</th>
<th>Player</th>
<th>Socializer</th>
<th>Free spirit</th>
<th>Disruptor</th>
<th>Philanthropist</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Δ IM</td>
<td>-1.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>-0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>-0.000</td>
<td>-0.000</td>
<td>-0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δ EM</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>-0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>-0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>-0.000</td>
<td>-0.000</td>
<td>-0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δ AMOT</td>
<td>-1.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>-0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>-0.000</td>
<td>-0.000</td>
<td>-0.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Values in gray are not significant ($p > .05$), values highlighted in light gray are significant ($p < .05$), values highlighted in dark gray are highly significant ($p < .01$), and values highlighted in black are very significant ($p < .001$).
game element [43]. The Progress and Ranking game elements degraded the levels of intrinsic and extrinsic motivation of learners who had high initial levels of these motivations. These results suggest that game elements that foster social comparison [48]–[49] could be detrimental to learner motivation. The Score game element also decreased the motivated behaviors of the most amotivated learners, as well as their intrinsic motivation. Learners may have perceived this game element more as negative feedback [48], confronting them with their own difficulties in mathematical. Finally, learners initially intrinsically motivated to do mathematics, who received the Timer, experienced a decrease in their intrinsic motivation. This game element may have generated stress among the most motivated learners, a fact that was also reported by teachers following the experiment. This result is common with many gamification studies that show Timers as stressful for learners [40], [50].

To conclude, all types of initial motivation have an influence on the variation in motivation regardless of the game element used. These influences are mostly negative, meaning that the more motivated learners are, the less they will be motivated. However, the opposite is also true: the less motivated learners are, the more motivated they will become. Only the variation in amotivation and motivated behaviors are positively impacted when using Avatar, Progress, Timer or Score. For the Avatar, we assume that learners regarded the various items that they could collect for their Avatar as a set of fixed goals, which upon completion, satisfied both their needs for autonomy and for competence (which explains the increase in their motivation [21]). Progression, as an informational feedback, decreases the amotivation of the most amotivated, which can be justified by an increase in their feeling of competence [20]–[21]. Score would have acted as a non-controlling reward since it reduced the amotivation of the most amotivated. Learners could repeat exercises to improve their score if they wished. Therefore, they were not penalized by a score that might interfere with the continuation of the exercise [20]. Finally, the Timer decreased the amotivation of the most amotivated and increased their other motivations (intrinsic and extrinsic). It acted as an incentive for performance, which allowed the most amotivated learners to satisfy their need for competence, while giving them more pleasure [20], [44].

Based on these findings, we can conclude that game elements do not have the same potential to affect learner motivation according to their level of initial motivation, and thus that these initial motivations must be considered if we do not want gamification to be detrimental to learners. It is therefore necessary to design gamification approaches that take into account not only the learner player profile but also their interest in the subject (i.e., initial motivation). Future research should be conducted to investigate adaptation models that can combine these two types of profile to offer effective adaptation [51].

2) The Influence of Initial Player Types

When looking at learner player profile, the most impactful game elements vary considerably. The Timer had the greatest impact, involving an increase in both the intrinsic and extrinsic motivations for Achiever and Free Spirit learners. However, for Philanthropists, this game element had the opposite effect, generally demotivating them. These findings nuance the results obtained in the study conducted by Hallifax et al. [41] independently from a specific domain and context where they conclude that Timers are generally less preferred and should be avoided. The Ranking game element came next and showed four influences. Learners with high Free Spirit scores gained in extrinsic motivation, while Achievers became less amotivated. As Achievers are motivated by competence [17], it is not surprising that the virtual challenge of the ranking system motivated them. Free Spirit learners possibly looked for a way to “stand out from the crowd” [17] and therefore tried to come first. However, learners with high Disruptor scores lost extrinsic motivation and gained in amotivation. This game element could have made them feel demotivated since such learners are looking to go against the rules and will not be challenged by the ranking system, which mainly highlights learners who follow the rules. For Score, we observe positive effects only on socializers with an increase in extrinsic motivation. Both Disruptors and Philanthropists had, respectively, an increase in their amotivation and a decrease in their motivated behaviors. This is not surprising, as scoring systems are generally not recommended for motivated learners [41], [50]. This finding for Socializers is coherent with the results obtained in [26] that noted that learners like to compare their scores with others. With the Avatar game element, we noted an increase in motivation for those with a high Player score, as well as a decrease for those with a high Socializer score. Being able to develop their Avatar based on their correct answers was probably perceived by learners as a way to satisfy their personal success [23]. As there were no possibilities to show their Avatars to others, it is not surprising that a negative effect is observed for Socializers. We also found that Badges game elements encouraged motivated behaviors only for learners with a high Disruptor score. This is surprising as Badges are one of the most widely used game elements for gamification [25], [31], [41] and are generally accepted as motivating. Finally, no influences were observed for the Progress game element from the player profile scores. This result is contradictory with other studies, such as that conducted in [41] that shows influences depending on the Socializer and Disruptor player types. These differences may be due to the design of the game element itself. These findings show that five player types have an influence on the impact of game elements on learner motivation, and that all types of motivation and motivated behaviors are impacted, but in very different ways depending on the game elements involved. The Achiever and Disruptor player types have the most impact. These results allow us to provide some recommendations, described in the following section.

3) Game Element Recommendations

Based on all our findings, we can get a better understanding of how each game element influences the variations in learner
motivation. This will allow us to make design recommendations based on how learner motivation should vary with a game element using initial motivation and Hexad type:

--We recommend Avatar for learners with a high initial amotivation or with a high player score. This is similar to the recommendation made by Tondello et al. [40], who suggest that the player type may also prefer collections. However, Avatar should be avoided for learners with high Socializer scores. This differs from the recommendations made by Orji et al. [38], who showed that the Socializer score has a positive influence on all game elements tested in a gameful health system. This could suggest that recommendations may vary depending on the context or the gamified task as shown in [41].

--Badges should be used for Disruptors and should be avoided for learners who are initially intrinsically motivated for mathematics. While Hallifax et al. [41] proposed that Badges be recommended for all users, they did not evaluate the influence of user initial motivation. This reinforces the need to consider this dimension when proposing such game elements.

--Progress is relevant for learners with a high initial amotivation because it increases both their intrinsic and extrinsic motivations. Having clear goals or objectives is something that is also recommended in other studies [26]. Similar game elements are frequently recommended for various player types (never all of them though) in [38], [40], [41].

--Ranking works for high Free Spirit learners, but should be avoided for others, as learners with high intrinsic or extrinsic motivation, amotivation, or with high Achiever or Disruptor scores, will most likely feel demotivated by this game element. Leaderboards have already been shown to be demotivating and detrimental to learning in several studies [13], [41].

--Score can be recommended for learners with a high initial intrinsic motivation but who are also strong Socializers. However, as with ranking, this game element should be generally avoided. Learners with high extrinsic motivation, amotivation, or Disruptor or Philanthropist scores will find it demotivating. This is in line with other studies such as [41], [50] that show score game elements to be problematic. The positive influence of the Socializer type should be nuanced as Orji et al. [38] found positive influences for all game elements with Socializers.

--Last but not least, Timer will generally be motivating for learners with high initial amotivation, or high Achiever or Free Spirit scores. However, learners with strong intrinsic motivation, or Philanthropist scores might find this game element demotivating. These results are quite different from a previous study that showed that this game element motivates learners with high intrinsic motivation [49]. However, it is in line with other studies, such as that presented by Hallifax et al. [41], which concludes that Timers are generally to be avoided. Tondello et al. [40] showed that challenges work quite well for Achievers, and it is possible that Timers in our context provided enough challenge for Achievers.

VIII. LIMITATIONS

We identified a few limitations in our study that may affect the generalization of our results. First in line are the domain and the targeted users. While we focus specifically on secondary school level Algebra, results may vary with a different subject, with learners of another age and in another domain than education. Next, as pointed out by Lessel et al. [52], the effect of gamification widely varies for willing participants (i.e., participants performed better when they had a choice in using the game elements). As the learners in our study did not choose their gamification, this could have affected their motivation or behavior. Finally, as pointed out by Ooge et al. [53], the Hexad questionnaire may function sub optimally in a teenage population in languages other than English. This could potentially account for part of our results.

IX. CONCLUSION

In this paper we presented the results from a large-scale study on how gamification affects learner motivation and motivated behaviors. Our study ran for close to six weeks in four different secondary schools in France. We analyzed the data used by 258 students from 12 different classes, from over ten specifically designed mathematic lessons, gamified using six different game elements. Our results show that, in general, gamification is more adapted to less motivated or amotivated learners, who do not perceive mathematic as interesting. Our results also highlight the necessity to adapt gamification not only based on a learner player profile as commonly acknowledged in the literature, but also based on their initial motivation. Both these factors are important for determining how a game element will affect learner motivation or behavior. Furthermore, the results obtained considering each game element separately highlight that they affect learner motivation differently. Gamification cannot be reduced to a behaviorist approach. Since the right game element is adapted to the right learner profile, it promotes self-determination. Care must be taken when proposing game elements to learners, as these may have contradictory effects depending on their profile.

These results open up new perspectives, such as an adaptation to the learner profile. Some authors propose a static adaptation, classifying individuals according to their profile type, prior to the activity, using questionnaires such as BrainHex [15], [41], [54], or Hexad [35], [40]. Others consider that play preferences can change during activity because, as Lazzaro [55] points out, the motivations to play are not fixed and can change in the course of the day. Our future works will be directed toward the analysis of learner engagement based on their interaction traces with the learning environment in order to recommend dynamically adapted game elements in situation [29].
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